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ABSTRACT: To increase precision and reliability of automatic control systems, random factors affecting the control
system have to be taken into account. In this article, the deterministic equivalent modeling method (DEMM) is used
for statistical analysis of time delay systems with random parameters. The proposed method is compared with several
existing methods such as the Monte Carlo, Latin-Hypercube, and Quasi Monte Carlo method, to demonstrate its validity
and effectiveness. The result shows that the proposed DEMM-based approach drastically reduces computational time
with a desired accuracy over traditional methods.  2011 Curtin University of Technology and John Wiley & Sons,
Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION

In most engineering applications, one aims to solve
physical problems by converting it into a determin-
istic mathematical model. This is a rough approxi-
mation of reality, as many physical input parameters
describing the problem are fixed through this conver-
sion. In reality, however, these parameters show some
randomness, which definitely influences the behavior of
the solution. This randomness is not incorporated into
the deterministic model. To include this uncertainty
in the mathematical model, probabilistic methods have
been developed.

A representative probabilistic approach for uncer-
tainty quantification is the Monte Carlo (MC)
method.[1,2] With the brute force MC implementation,
one first generates an ensemble of random realizations
with each parameter drawn from its uncertainty distri-
bution. Deterministic solvers are then applied to each
member to obtain an ensemble of results. The ensemble
of results is post-processed to obtain the relevant sta-
tistical properties of the results, such as the mean and
standard deviation, as well as the probability density
function. Since the estimation of the mean converges
with the inverse square root of the number of runs, the
MC approach is computationally expensive.
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Polynomial chaos (PC) is a modern approach to
quantify uncertainty within system models. The PC
method originates from the homogeneous chaos concept
defined by Wiener.[3] Ghanem and Spanos[4] showed
that the PC is an effective computational tool for
engineering studies. Xiu and Karniadakis[5] further
generalized and expanded the concept using orthog-
onal polynomials from the Askey-scheme class as
the expansion basis. Puvkov et al .[6] proposed that if
the Wiener–Askey PC expansion is chosen accord-
ing to the probability distribution of the random input,
then the chaos expansion allows the possibility to
construct simple algorithms for statistical analysis of
dynamic systems. Based on the PC expansion, sev-
eral methods have been proposed that include the non-
intrusive PC method,[7] the stochastic response surface
method,[8] and the deterministic equivalent modeling
method (DEMM).[6,9]

When a controller is designed, it is also desirable
to understand the distribution of the response in terms
of the uncertainties. Once distributions of uncertainties
are known, a statistical analysis problem is a predic-
tion problem of how a specific distribution in the plant
parameters maps to the range of responses. Hence, in
this work, the DEMM is used to account for the influ-
ence of random uncertainties in the parameters of a
dead-time control system on the statistical character-
istics of its output.
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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS USING PC THEORY

PC theory

PC expansion is a spectral representation of random
process by orthonormal polynomials of a random vari-
able.

In the following, the PC method for uncertainty
quantification will be briefly introduced.

Consider a complete probability space (�, F , P ),
where � is the sample space, F the σ -algebra of
events and P the associated probability measure. Lq

(�, F , P ) denotes the collection of random process
X defined on (�, F , P ) such that E (|X |q) < ∞. The
second-order process X , which has all its component
X (t) ∈ L2(�, F , P) for all t , can thus be presented as
follows:

X (θ) =
∞∑

i=1

ai�i (ξ(θ)) (1)

where θ is a random event and �i (ξ(θ)) are a poly-
nomial defined in terms of multi-dimensional random
variable ξ(θ) = (ξ1(θ), . . . , ξn(θ)), with a joint proba-
bility distribution function w(ξ). The family {�i } is a
complete orthonormal basis:

〈
�i , �j

〉 =
{ 0 i �= j

1 i = j
(2)

where the inner product on the Hilbert space is the
ensemble average 〈., .〉:

∫
f (ξ)g(ξ)w(ξ)dξ (3)

If the uncertainties in the model are independent ran-
dom variables ξ = (ξ1, . . . , ξ2), with a joint probabil-
ity distribution w(ξ) = w 1(ξ1)w 2(ξ2) . . . wn(ξn), then a
multi-dimensional orthogonal basis is constructed from
the tensor products of one-dimensional polynomials
{Pk

m}, orthogonal with respect to density wk [6,10]:

�i (ξ1, . . . , ξn) = Pi1
1(ξ1)Pi2

2(ξ2) . . . Pin
n(ξn) (4)

The PC expansion involves the following steps[6]:

• Choose an appropriate basis based on the probability
characteristics of random parameters.

• Expand the uncertainty variables.
• Use the Galerkin projection or collocation approaches

to find the coefficients ai of the PC expansion.

Consider a simple example to demonstrate the idea
of PC[11]:

dy

dt
= f (y(t), ξ) (5)

The infinite dimension of the polynomial space given
in Eqn (1) must be replaced for computational use by a
finite dimension S :

y(t) =
S∑

i=1

ai (t)�i (ξ) (6)

In general, the value of S in a PC expanded model
in Eqn (6) is given by Ghanem and Spanos[4]:

S =
(

(n + k)!

n!k !
− 1

)
(7)

where n is the number of random variables and k the
order of the polynomial basis to be used.

Substitution of Eqn (6) into Eqn (5) gives

S∑
i=1

(
dai (t)

dt

)
�i (ξ) = f

(
S∑

i=1

ai (t)�i (ξ)

)
(8)

The coefficient of PC expansion can be calculated by
Galerkin or collocation approaches as given below.

In the Galerkin PC approach, the system given by
Eqn (8) is projected onto the space spanned by an
orthonormal PC, i.e. the inner product of Eqn (8) is
taken with �i (ξ) to obtain

dai (t)

dt
=

〈
�i (ξ), f

(
S∑

i=1

ai (t)�i (ξ)

)〉
1 ≤ i ≤ S

(9)
The original y(t) is substituted by the coefficients of

PC expansion: a1(t), a2(t), . . . , aS (t).
In this approach, the entire stochastic system needs to

be evolved in time, with the integration executed once.
When the number of uncertainties grows significantly,
the Galerkin projections are usually substituted with the
collocation method.

In the collocation approach, the system given by
Eqn (8) is imposed to be satisfied at a given set of point
of µj 1 ≤ j ≤ l :

S∑
i=1

dai (t)

dt
�i (µj ) = f

(
S∑

i=1

ai (t)�i (µj )

)
1 ≤ j ≤ l

(10)
If matrix Aj ,i is defined using the orthonormal set at

the collocation points,

Aj ,i = �i (µj ) 1 ≤ j ≤ l 1 ≤ i ≤ S (11)

then the collocation points in the system state space are

Y j (t) =
S∑

i=1

ai (t)�i (µj ) =
S∑

i=1

Aj ,i a
i (t) 1 ≤ j ≤ l

(12)
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with this notion, Eqn (10) becomes

dY j (t)

dt
= f (Y j (t)) 1 ≤ j ≤ l (13)

There are l independent integrations of the determin-
istic system (10) with the initial conditions below:

(Y j (t0)) =
S∑

i=1

Aj ,i a
i (t0) 1 ≤ j ≤ l (14)

Integrating Eqns (13) and (14), one can recover the
stochastic coefficient at time T by solving the system
of linear equations:

(Y j (T )) =
S∑

i=1

Ai ,j a
i (T ) 1 ≤ j ≤ l (15)

An important issue when applying the collocation
method is the selection of collocation points. In the
DEMM,[6] the Gaussian quadrature is used for aver-
aging the right-hand side of Eqn (9).

Statistical analysis using PC

The statistical analysis problem for a system with
random parametric uncertainties is to determine how
a specific random distribution in the plant parameters
maps to the range of responses. A DEMM-based
algorithm for a statistical analysis of dead-time system
is described below.

Consider the function η(t, ξ) of states of a stochastic
dynamic system in the PC expansion form:

η(t, ξ) =
S∑

i=1

q̂i�
i (ξ) (16)

Here, q̂i = q̂i (t) i = 1, . . . , S , for convenience of
notation.

The expectation of η(t, ξ) is

M [η(t, ξ)] =
∫

V
η(t, ξ)w(ξ)dξ

=
∫

V
�1(ξ)

S∑
i=1

q̂i �
i (ξ)w(ξ)dξ = q̂1(t) (17)

where V is the domain of the random variable ξ . In
Eqn (17), the properties that the polynomial set start
with �1(ξ) = 1 is employed and the weighting function
of the polynomial is the probability density function.

The variance of η(t, ξ) is

var[η(t, ξ)] = Dη(t,ξ) =
∫

V

[
S∑

i=1

q̂i �
i (ξ) − q̂1

]
[

S∑
i=1

q̂i �
i (ξ) − q̂1

]
w(ξ)dξ =

S∑
i=2

q̂ i
2 (18)

i.e. the variance can be calculated as the sum of the
squares of all PC coefficients, except the first.

Thus, if η(t, ξ) = y(t, ξ), then the mean and variance
of the system output are given approximately by a
truncated series in Eqns (17) and (18). Other high
moment statistics can be obtained using a different
response function η(t, ξ). For example, substituting
the response function η(t, ξ) = yk (t, ξ) to Eqn (17)
gives the k th moment of system output.[6] Note that
performing finite series truncations is a commonly used
practice when dealing with orthogonal sets since, in
general, a spectral series converges extremely rapidly
for well-behaved problems.

LEGENDRE AND HERMITE CHAOS

In order not to build up the orthonormal basis for each
random variable,[6] the original random variables need
to be converted to a standard form of the classical law
distribution (uniform in [−1, 1] or Gaussian with µ = 0,
D = σ 2 = 1).

Legendre chaos

If a random variable λ has a uniform law distribution on
the interval [a , b], then using the linear transformation:

λ = b − a

2
ξ + b + a

2
(19)

the interval [a , b] can be transformed into the interval
[−1, 1], where ξ is uniform in [−1, 1]. System orthogo-
nal polynomials on the interval [−1, 1], with weighting
function f (ξ) = 1

2, is the system Legendre polynomials,
which can be determined from the following recurrence
equation:

P0
∗(ξ) = 1, P1(ξ) = ξ

(n + 1)Pn+1
∗(ξ) = (2n + 1)ξPn

∗(ξ) − nPn−1
∗(ξ)

(20)

Thus, the orthonormal Legendre polynomials are
given by

Pn(ξ) = Pn
∗(ξ)

√
2n + 1

n
(21)
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Table 1. One-dimensional Legendre and Hermite
polynomials up to the second order in the case of
only one uncertain parameter.

Order Pk (ξ) Hk (ξ)

0 1 1
1 ξ ξ

2 0.5(3ξ 2 − 1) 0.701(ξ 2 − 1)

The first two terms (starting from 0), in the case of
single random variable for the Legendre polynomial
basis, are obtained from Eqns (20) and (21) and are
given in Table 1.

Hermite chaos

If random variable λ has a normal law distribution with
mean (µ) and variance (D = σ 2), then using a linear
transformation:

λ = µ + σξ (22)

one can obtain a standard random variable (ξ ) with
µ = 0 and D = σ 2 = 1. An orthonormal polynomial
system on the interval [−∞, ∞], with the weighting

f (ξ) = 1√
2π

e
−ξ 2

2 , is the Hermite polynomial that can

be derived from the recurrence relation:

H 0
∗(ξ) = 1; H 1

∗(ξ) = ξ

H n+1
∗(ξ) = ξH n

∗(ξ) − (n + 1)H n−1
∗(ξ) (23)

Orthonormal polynomials Hermite are given by

Hn(ξ) =
√

1

n!
H n

∗ (24)

The first two terms (starting from 0), in the case
of single random variable for the Hermite polynomial
basis, are obtained from Eqns (23) and (24) and also
given in Table 1.

CASE STUDIES

Cases 1 and 2: stochastic uncertainties
in process

Consider a statistical analysis problem for a closed-loop
system in Fig. 1. Suppose that the process is a first-
order plus dead-time K e−Ls/(Ts + 1) (FOPDT), where
the process gain K and the time constant T are ran-
dom variables. Several simulation examples with dif-
ferent type of distributions for K and T are studied.
The results of the predicting mean and variance using

( )R s

(s)D

( )Y s
K +

+ +

+

-

K /s+K sp i d ( )G s

Dead-time processPID controller

Figure 1. Block diagram for a closed loop system with the
dead-time process. This figure is available in colour online at
www.apjChemEng.com.

the DEMM are compared with the reference results
from the MC, Latin-Hypercube, and Halton methods to
validate method correctness. Despite the fact that MC
method is very flexible and powerful, its convergence
rate, O(K −1/2), is relatively slow. Albeit a Quasi Monte
Carlo (QMC) method such as a Hammersley and a Hal-
ton sequence can give superiority over the MC method
in the speed of convergence for continuous dependence
of the solution on the input random data, the conver-
gence of the QMC method is still O(ln (K )d/K ),[12]

while the convergence rate of the generalized PC (gPC)
method is of exponential order.[5] It is also noted from
the convergence rate that both the DEMM and the QMC
method suffer from the curse of dimensionality in ran-
dom space. On the other hand, the MC method takes
one remarkable advantage that its convergence rate
O(K −1/2) is independent on the dimension of random
space. However, under more restrictive assumptions on
the smoothness or the low ‘effective dimension’[13] of
the random process, the QMC method still can out-
perform the MC method even with high dimension. In
our case studies, the random space have low dimen-
sion, hence according to Xiu,[14] the DEMM should
outperform the QMC and the MC methods. This is
also confirmed by performance evaluation procedure
below.

All simulation parameters and computational time for
case studies are given in Tables 2 and 4. Mean and
variance of output for case 1 are shown in Figs 2 and
3, respectively.

Performances of different methods are compared for
case 1 in terms of the relative error of mean and
variance:

εM =
∥∥∥M y

N 2 − M 20 000
Y

∥∥∥
1
/
∥∥M 20 000

Y

∥∥
1 (25)

εD =
∥∥∥Dy

N 2 − D20 000
Y

∥∥∥
1
/
∥∥D20 000

Y

∥∥
1 (26)

where ‖ ‖1 denotes the 1-norm of vector, M 20000
Y and

D20000
Y are the mean and variance of the reference
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Table 2. Simulation parameters for cases 1, 2, 5, 6, and 7.

Simulation parameters

Case Monte Carlo Latin-Hypercube Halton DEMM

(1) R(t) = 1, D(t) = 0 20 000 N.o.S K: 50 N.o.S K: 50 Order of gPC: 5
K ∈ U [0.5, 1.5], T ∈ U [0.5, 1.5], L = 1 Samples N.o.S T: 50 N.o.S T: 50
Kp = 0.5932, Ki = 0.5213, Kd = 0.1294
(2) R(t) = 1, D(t) = 0 25 000 N.o.S K: 50 N.o.S K: 50 Order of gPC: 5
K ∈ N (1, 0.1), T ∈ N (1, 0.01), L = 1 Samples N.o.S T: 50 N.o.S T: 50
Kp = 0.5932, Ki = 0.5213, Kd = 0.1294
(5) R(t) = 1, D(t) = 0 N/A N/A N.o.S K: 30 Order of gPC: 5
K ∈ U [0.5, 1.5], z1 ∈ U [0.5, 1.5],

z2 ∈ U [1.5, 2.5], L = 0.2
N.o.S z1: 30

Kp = 4.6886, Ki = 2.8093, Kd = 0.8827 N.o.S z1: 30
(6) R(t) = 1, D(t) = 0 N/A N/A N.o.S K: 30 Order of gPC: 5
K , z1 ∈ N (1, 0.01), z2 ∈ N (2, 0.01), L = 0.2 N.o.S z1: 30
Kp = 4.6886, Ki = 2.8093, Kd = 0.8827 N.o.S z1: 30
(7) R(t) = 1, D(t) = 0 N/A N/A N.o.S K: 50 Order of gPC: 5
Kp = 0.5932, Ki = 0.5213, Kd = 0.1294 N.o.S T: 50

M =
[

1
1

]
; C =

[
0.01 0.001
0.001 0.01

]
N.o.S K, number of samples for K; N.o.S T, number of samples for T; N.o.S z1, z2, number of samples for z1, z2. K , T ∈ N (µ, σ 2): K and T
are Gaussian random variables with mean µ and variance σ 2. K , T ∈ U [a, b]: K and T are uniform random variables in interval [a , b].

Figure 2. Means of output of the FOPDT system for
case 1. This figure is available in colour online at
www.apjChemEng.com.

solution of the MC method with 20 000 samples,
respectively.

Graph of Eqns (25) and (26) versus the number of
samples or the order of the gPC method are shown in
Figs 4 and 5. Note that a near exponential convergence
is achieved only to order of five of the gPC, which
indicates that the gPC can give an accurate estimation
for the statistics. The sampling based methods such
as the MC, QMC, and LHC show some chattering
phenomena, which were also observed by Torvi and
Hertzbeg,[15] due to their inherent properties. Both the
DEMM and the QMC suffer more from the curse of
dimensionality of random space. However, the number
of order required in the DEMM is much smaller than
the number of samples required by the QMC with the
same degree of accuracy; thus, the DEMM reduces

Figure 3. Variances of output of the FOPDT system
for case 1. This figure is available in colour online at
www.apjChemEng.com.

the computational effort, significantly. From Figs 4 and
5 and Table 4, it can be seen that the DEMM can
give the same accuracy with less computation effort
in comparison with the other methods.

Mean and variance of output for case 2 are shown in
Figs 6 and 7, respectively. As is seen in Fig. 7, the MC
method cannot give accurate results when the number
of samples is not enough. Calculations were made using
the library DEMM.[6]

Cases 3 and 4: controller fragility

The above two examples show that the DEMM can
significantly reduce computational time, with a desired
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Figure 4. Relative error in the mean of output for case 1(N sample is the sample
for each random parameter) Left up corner: Monte-Carlo, Right up: Latin-Hypercube,
Left down corner: Halton, Right down: DEMM. This figure is available in colour online
at www.apjChemEng.com.
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Figure 5. Relative error in the variance of output for case 1(N sample is the sample for
each random parameter) Left up corner: Monte-Carlo, Right up: Latin-Hypercube, Left
down corner: Halton, Right down: DEMM. This figure is available in colour online at
www.apjChemEng.com.

accuracy over the traditional MC method. In cases 3 and
4, the proposed DEMM is next utilized for the fragility
analysis of the controller for the FOPDT system. The
study on the controller fragility was motivated by the
fact that a certain degree of uncertainty inevitably exists
in the controller parameters due to the tolerance of

its components, if these are analogous. In its digital
implementation, some inaccuracies occur due to the
use of fixed-length words and rounded errors in the
numerical calculations. Although several works[16,17]

have referred to the controller fragility analysis, none
takes into consideration any performance characteristics
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Figure 6. Means of output of the FOPDT system for
case 2. This figure is available in colour online at
www.apjChemEng.com.
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D
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)

t

Figure 7. Variances of output of the FOPDT system
for case 2. This figure is available in colour online at
www.apjChemEng.com.

of the control loop. The controller fragility thus possibly
causes a non-acceptable dynamic response.[18]. Consider
the FOPDT system in Fig. 1 with several types of
uncertainties in the controller parameters described in
Table 3. The statistical characteristic of the system
output under the controller uncertainties are shown in
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0
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Latin-Hypercube
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M
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t

Figure 8. Means of output of the FOPDT system for
case 3. This figure is available in colour online at
www.apjChemEng.com.
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Figure 9. Variances of output of the FOPDT system
for case 3. This figure is available in colour online at
www.apjChemEng.com.

Figs 8 and 9 for case 3 and Figs 10 and 11 for case
4, respectively. Since the previous examples already
demonstrate the computational effectiveness of the
proposed DEMM over the MC method, the results by
the DEMM are compared with the Latin-Hypercube and
Halton methods. The computational time by the DEMM
and the Latin-Hypercube method are given in Table 4.
From the statistical characteristics of the system output,
the impact of uncertainties in the controller to the output
of the FOPDT system can be easily seen. Since the
variance is a measure of variability of random process,
a large variance by controller parameters implies a

Table 3. Simulation parameters for cases 3 and 4.

Case Latin-Hypercube Halton DEMM

(3) K = 1, T = 1, L = 1; R(t) = 1, D(t) = 0 N.o.S: 25 N.o.S: 20 Order of PC: 5
Kp ∈ N (0.5932, 0.01), Ki ∈ N (0.5213, 0.01), Kd ∈ N (0.1294, 0.005)

(4) K = 1, T = 1, L = 1; R(t) = 1, D(t) = 0 N.o.S: 15 N.o.S: 15 Order of PC: 5
Kp ∈ U [0.4392, 0.6392], Ki ∈ U [0.4213, 0.6213], Kd ∈ U [0.0294, 0.2294]

N.o.S: number of samples for each Kp , Ki , Kd . Kp , Ki , Kd ∈ N (µ, σ 2): Kp , Ki , Kd are Gaussian random variables with mean µ and variance
σ 2. Kp , Ki , Kd ∈ U [a, b]: Kp , Ki , Kd are uniform random variables in interval [a , b].
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Figure 10. Means of output of the FOPDT system
for case 4. This figure is available in colour online at
www.apjChemEng.com.
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Figure 11. Variances of output of the FOPDT system
for case 4. This figure is available in colour online at
www.apjChemEng.com.

Table 4. Computational time.

Computational time (s)

Case Monte Carlo Latin-Hypercube Halton DEMM

1 1289.1 215.5 211.7 2.6
2 1331.2 209.1 199.8 2.7
3 N/A 766.0 702.0 9.1
4 N/A 196.4 205.2 8.2
5 N/A N/A 952.2 12.9
6 N/A N/A 983.6 13.8
7 N/A N/A 205.4 3.2

large deviation from nominal response, same as the
variance by process parameter uncertainties, and thus
causes either severely sluggish or oscillatory responses
for disturbance rejection or set-point tracking as can be
seen in Fig. 12.
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Figure 12. 2000 samples of output of the FOPDT system
for case 4. This figure is available in colour online at
www.apjChemEng.com.
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Figure 13. Mean of output of the SOPDT system
for case 5. This figure is available in colour online at
www.apjChemEng.com.

Cases 5 and 6: second-order plus dead-time
process

Consider a statistical analysis problem for a closed-loop
system in Fig. 1. Suppose that the process is a second-
order plus dead-time (SOPDT) system Ke−Ls/((s +
z1)(s + z2)), where the process gain K and the poles
z1 and z2 are random variables. Simulation examples
with different type of distributions for K , z1, and
z2 are studied. The results by the DEMM are also
compared with those by the Halton method. The mean
and variance of system output are shown in Figs 13 and
14 for case 5 and Figs 15 and 16 for case 6. From the
figures, it can be concluded that the system is stable
with respect to stochastic uncertainties. The variances
of output can be considered a quantitative measure to
imply how much the response of the SOPDT with
random parameters possibly deviates from the mean
solution. All simulation parameters and computational
time for the case studies are given in Tables 2 and 4.
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Figure 14. Variances of output of the SOPDT system
for case 5. This figure is available in colour online at
www.apjChemEng.com.
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Figure 15. Mean of output of the SOPDT system for
case 6. This figure is available in colour online at
www.apjChemEng.com.

Case 7: dependent Gaussian parameters

The proposed method can also handle dependent param-
eters with Gaussian uncertainties. Consider again the
FOPDT model in case 1, where K and T are expressed
by Gaussian random vectors ∈ N (M,C) with a given
mean M and a covariance matrix C in Table 2.

Let Z ∈ N (0, I), where I is a 2 × 2 identity matrix,
be an uncorrelated Gaussian vector of size 2 and
zero mean. Thus, the component of Z is indepen-
dent on each other. Let A be a matrix satisfying
AAT = C, then the random vector M + AZ will have
the desired distribution N (M,C). Since C is real and
symmetric, solving the problem AAT = C can be read-
ily done via Cholesky’s decomposition. The means
and variances of system output are shown in Figs 17
and 18. The computational times for this example
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Figure 16. Variances of output of the SOPDT system
for case 6. This figure is available in colour online at
www.apjChemEng.com.
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Figure 17. Mean of output of the FOPDT with dependent
parameters for case 7. This figure is available in colour
online at www.apjChemEng.com.

are given in Table 4. From the mean and variance
value, one can conclude that the FOPDT system is
stable with respect to the given dependent Gaussian
uncertainties.

CONCLUSIONS

In this work, a statistical analysis for dead-time systems
with random parameters was studied. It was shown that
the proposed DEMM-based approach could drastically
reduce computational time with a desired accuracy
over the traditional MC, the Latin Hypercube, and
the Halton sampling methods. The DEMM was then
utilized for the fragility analysis of the PID controller
to show how the uncertainty in the controller can affect
the output of the system. Although the method was
considered only for the PID controller and open-loop
stable processes with dead time, the approach can also
be easily extended to other type of more complex
systems and controllers including unstable dead-time
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Figure 18. Variances of output of the FOPDT with
dependent parameters for case 7. This figure is available
in colour online at www.apjChemEng.com.

systems.[19,20] It should also be noted that the gPC
framework is not well suited for evaluating statistic
of dynamical systems with singularity in random space
or long-time integration. However, for stable system,
the accuracy may be improved over time due to the
variability being dismissed over time, because all the
sample paths reach steady states.[21,22] Recently, several
methods have been proposed to reduce this degradation,
including the multi-element approximation,[22] time-
dependent gPC[23] and these will be incorporated in
future works.
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